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6.

Abstract: In computer graphics, there are many polygon filling
algorithms available like as inside and outside test, scan line
method, boundary fill, flood fill, edge fill and fence fill algorithm.
In this paper we focus on the flood fill and boundary fill
algorithms for both four connected as well as eight connected
pixels. This research paper shows the comparison and
performance evaluation of boundary fill and flood fill algorithms
with consideration of running time in C-language. And also shows
the how stack affects the performance of the system due to
overflow of buffer later on JAVA implementation with queue
improves the system performance for large polygon. It also shows
the literature review of various papers use the fill algorithm on
different applications, some proposed the new and enhanced
polygon fill algorithms.
Index Terms: Boundary fill, Flood fill, Four connected, Eight
connected, Seed fill
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I. INTRODUCTION

Flood Fill

In computer graphics, polygon comprises two things edge
and vertex; it is closed shape in nature. It is created by the
helps of lines. Polygons are two types first one convex and
another one is concave. Polygon is said to be convex if line
joining any 2-interior points of the polygon lies completely
inside the polygon and non-convex polygons are known as
concave. Further steps take place to fill the polygon with
given color; here are so many algorithms in computer
graphics used to fill the convex as well as concave polygons.
These algorithms[1] are inside and outside test, scan
line[2][3], flood fill[4], boundary fill, edge fill[5] and fence
fill. Each algorithm has own merits and demerits. They all
algorithms implement on real world application somewhere
some algorithm implemented successfully and somewhere
they maybe some problems. If we want to fill any polygon by
specific color then all filled pixels should be come inside the
boundary of the polygon also identifying the interior pixels
using inside and outside test.
These algorithms listed below and also represented in Figure
1.
1. Inside outside test
2. Scan line method
3. Boundary fill
4. Flood fill
5. Edge fill

Edge Fill

Fence Fill

Fig. 1. Types of filling algorithms
II. LITERATURE REVIEW AND BACKGROUND
A. Literature Review
Many review paper, implementation paper, optimization
and some others on real application [1][2][4][6][7] have been
published on fill algorithms that show the comparative study
on distinguish parameters. One of published paper[8] works
for robotics agents using boundary fill algorithm. Another
one paper[9] is used to count the regions with the help of
efficient fill algorithm. In this paper [10] invented a novel
approach for fill the polygon based on region using the
proposed data structures of triples. Kallio[11] suggested a
new technique to fill a two dimensional polygon using scan
line flag and edge for anti-aliasing. This [12] method focuses
on the seed fill algorithm with usage if internal connection of
pixels of regions with a specified inner point.
New approach to fill the soft shadow has been proposed
with help of image space flood fill algorithm[13].
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Another one framework proposed [14] for an object
retrieval using semi automatic method to improve the
effectiveness using flood fill algorithm. In literature reviews,
some give novel fill approaches or some use implement fill
algorithm in real world application and others shows the
comparative study.

be same for the eight connected then four recursive
statements should be added at the end.
Algorithm:
Step 1: Initialize the fill_color and boundary_color.
Step 2: find the current_value of position (x y).
Step 3: if current_value is not equal fill_color and
current_value is not equal to boundary_color then
setpixel(x, y) with fill_color
Boundary_fill_4_connected(x,y+1,fill_color,
boundary_color)
Boundary_fill_4_connected(x+1, y, fill_color,
boundary_color)
Boundary_fill_4_connected(x, y-1, fill_color,
boundary_color)
Boundary_fill_4_connected(x-1, y, fill_color,
boundary_color)
end of if
Step 4: End

B. Background
In case of both types of seed fill algorithms generally two
methods are given to fill polygon pixel by pixel with
neighborhood locations which are as follows:Four connected pixel positions:In this method, give pixel starting position from where
filling algorithm will take place that position should be inside
the polygon say (x, y). This position is also known as seed fill
position, the neighbors of the (x, y) position are Right (x+1,
y), Left (x-1, y), Up (x, y+1), Down (x, y-1) shows in figure
2.These are the four connected pixels position of given pixel
inside the polygon.

D. Flood fill algorithm
In some cases want to fill the object when boundary is
different, painted directly of interior pixel positions instead
go with boundary condition so this flood fill algorithm[16][7]
replaces the old color by the fill color when pixels of fill color
not exist. Again this algorithm works all adjacent pixel
position using four connected and eight connected methods.
Below pseudo code is for four connected that can be same for
the eight connected then four recursive statements should be
added at the end.
Fig. 2. Four connected pixel positions
Algorithm:
Step 1: Initialize the old_color and fill_color.
Step 2: find the current_value of position (x y).
Step 3: if current_value is equal old_color then
setpixel(x, y) with fill_color
Flood_fill_4_connected(x, y+1, old_color, fill_color)
Flood _fill_4_connected(x+1, y, old_color, fill_color)
Flood _fill_4_connected(x, y-1, old_color, fill_color)
Flood _fill_4_connected(x-1, y, old_color, fill_color)
end of if
Step 4: End

Eight connected pixel positions:In this method, give pixel starting position from where
filling algorithm will take place that position should be inside
the polygon say (x, y). This position is also known as seed fill
position, the neighbors of the (x, y) position are Right (x+1,
y), Left (x-1, y), Up (x, y+1), Down (x, y-1), Right-Up
(x+1,y+1), Left-Up (x-1, y+1), Left-Down (x-1, y-1) and
Right-Down (x+1,y-1) shows in figure 3.These are the eight
connected pixels position of given pixel inside the polygon.

III. COMPARISON AND SIMULATION
Both algorithms have been implemented in TurboC3
platform for four connected as well as eight connected. All
the graph based working implemented and plotted in Python
which shows the comparison graph between boundary fill
and flood fill algorithm. In this paper consider the running
time taken by CPU to execute the whole code. These
algorithms used recursion process to recall the neighborhood
pixels positions, as recursion takes stack as data structure.
Table 1 shows the running time (in second) for both
algorithms with four connected pixels methods, here flood
fill algorithm takes less time than boundary fill algorithm.
Figure 4 shows the comparison graph between four
connected for both algorithms. In this graph x-axis represents
the numbers of pixels and y-axis represents running time of
program execution.

Fig. 3. Eight connected pixel positions
C. Boundary fill algorithm
As name indicates this algorithm works for boundary
condition, it starts to fill the polygon from arbitrary pixel
position with given fill color till the boundary color is
encountered. In this algorithm the filled color and boundary
should be different otherwise this algorithm fill not work
properly. Boundary fill algorithm[15][6] can works both
types of connected pixels four connected as well as eight
connected. Below pseudo code is for four connected that can
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The performance of flood fill algorithm is good as
comparison of boundary fill algorithm.
Below are the steps to calculate the running time in TurboC3
which has header file “time.h”. With the help of clock()
function that return the clock_t type value as current time of
the system when execution takes place.
Steps for running time calculation in TurboC3 are as
follows:
i.
Initially include the time header file
ii.
Declare the variable of clock_t type
iii.
Now put the starting time from where the actual
code section starts with clock() function calling
iv.
Place the clock() - t statement to find out the
running time to execute the code.
v.
Finally convert the time into second dividing by
CLOCKS_PER_SEC.

algorithm in both case four connected and eight connected.
Table 1 & table 2 both show how boundary fill algorithm
takes more running time than flood fill algorithm as the
quantity of pixels increase in both case four and eight
connected. These tables also has 3rd column which shows the
running time difference between algorithms. So we can save
the running time when implements the flood fill algorithm.
Flood fill saves time of system for large polygon filling. As
implement the flood fill algorithm will improve the system
performance in case of running time. Running time
calculation is measuring in second in c-language simulation.
Table 2: Running time (in sec) by Boundary fill and flood
fill algorithm (eight connected)

Table 1. Running time (in sec) by boundary fill and flood
fill algorithm (four connected)

Numbers of
Pixels

Boundary
fill four
connected
(Running
Time In
sec)

Flood fill
four
connected
(Running
Time In sec)

Running
time
difference

625

0.054945

0

0.054945

900

0.054945

0.054945

0

1600

0.164835

0.054945

0.10989

2500

0.21978

0.10989

0.10989

3600

0.32967

0.164835

0.164835

Numbers
of Pixels

Boundary fill
eight
connected
(Running
Time In sec)

Flood fill eight
connected
(Running Time
In sec)

625

0.054945

0.054945

0

900

0.164835

0.059495

0.10534

1600

0.274725

0.164835

0.10989

2500

0.43956

0.274725

0.164835

3600

0.549451

0.32967

0.219781

Running
time
difference

Fig. 5. Comparison between boundary fill and flood fill
algorithm 8-connected
In the code section of C-language we consider the polygon
is rectangle with multiple sizes like as rectangle (10, 10, 35,
35), rectangle (10, 10, 40, 40), rectangle (10, 10, 50, 50),
rectangle (10, 10, 60, 60), rectangle (10, 10, 70, 70). When
we fill the above size rectangles then c-language works
properly. If we increase the size of rectangle then there is
problem to fill the polygon because in both algorithms
recursion call will be there which works with stack data
structure. So buffer overflow problem will arises over here.

Fig. 4. Comparison between boundary fill and flood fill
algorithm four connected
Table 2 shows the running time (in second) for both
algorithms with eight connected pixels methods, here flood
fill algorithm takes less time than boundary fill algorithm.
Figure 5 shows the comparison graph between eight
connected for both algorithms. In this graph x-axis represents
the numbers of pixels and y-axis represents running time of
program execution for both algorithms. The performance of
flood fill algorithm is good as comparison of boundary fill
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That is reason some part of polygon will be filled and some
part still remains same and c-language will not work
properly. So that to resolve this problem data structure will be
replaced stack by queue. Later on a flood fill algorithm in
JAVA with queue data structure works fine with any size of
polygon if we increase the height and width of rectangle or
increase the number of pixels to fill. That simulation shows
the remarkable output of flood fill algorithm with queue i.e
how many pixels will be plotted or also calculates the running
time (in millisecond) to fill the polygon. We found that if
numbers of pixels are 625 then running time is 8 ms, for 1554
pixels takes 10 ms to fill and 3213 pixels takes 13 ms to fill
will take and so on shown in table 3.So this simulation of
flood fill algorithm of JAVA with queue show the remarkable
output. Running time calculation is measuring in millisecond
in JAVA simulation. This JAVA simulation finds out the
pixels quantity to be filled only.
Below are the steps to calculate the running time in java
which has package under “util” package. With the help of
nowTime method of System class will return the current time
of the system when execution takes place.

Flood fill algorithm shows the better performance than
boundary fill algorithm. In both cases recursion takes place
so that output of these algorithms will not work properly due
buffer overflow. These algorithms should also be
implemented with queue data structure to overcome the
buffer overflow problem. With queue, flood fill algorithm
work fine for large polygon where number of pixels will be
maximized. The open area for further work is the comparison
of flood fill and boundary fill with queue data structure. This
simulation is done with single processor if same task can also
be implemented with multi-processors that will improve the
performance to fill the polygon.
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These both simulations work on single processor, if the
computer has multi-core of processor or parallel processor
then definitely the performance to fill the polygon will
improve. In both methods four connected and eight
connected, individual processor will take care then the
running time will be minimize.
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